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creaMeD Milk THisTle leaves
This exquisitely green dish makes a wonderful brunch dish. 
Serve along with new potatoes and perhaps scrambled eggs or 
tofu. You can make it the night before and reheat it; it holds 
up pretty well, especially to use as a spread on toast.

2 pounds trimmed milk thistle leaves 
2-3 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon each finely chopped leeks or shallots, fresh 

chives or scallions, and tarragon
¼ teaspoon salt 
1 cup cream, reduced to about ¾ cup

Wilt the milk thistle leaves (don’t add liquid to the 
pan), then chop. Sauté in the butter with the herbs and 
salt, then add the reduced cream and cook a little longer 
until the dish is creamy. (Some people like to run it 
through a food processor.) Add salt and hot sauce to taste.

thornless, domesticated thistle very closely related to the 
artichoke; but instead of eating the buds, we eat the leaf 
midribs and sometimes the stems. It is most commonly 
grown in Italy. The earlier in the season you get to cardoon, 
the better.

Harvest a bunch of those giant, ghostly-green leaves, 
preferably the youngest ones. Strip off the leaf part so you 
just have the middle vein. Now, begin stripping out all 
the fibrous strings you can find. Cardoon has more fibers 
than milk thistle, at least in my experience. (It also doesn’t 
taste as good, but maybe I got a series of lousy ones.) Now, 
boil the midribs until soft. You may want to change the 
water once or twice for a cleaner flavor. I’ve been told one 
shouldn’t reuse the vivid chartreuse water for broth: it may 
contain a powerful heart medicine. But you could always 
try tie-dying a T-shirt with it.

Once the midribs have been boiled to your satisfaction, 
you can use them as a stir-fry vegetable, in potato dishes, or 
as a creamed vegetable. You can also plunge them into cold 
water, slice them up, and freeze them for later use.1

Wolfgang Rougle farms near Cottonwood and is the author of Sacramento Valley Feast, a wild 
food field guide and cookbook. Her wonderful book—you’ll recognize the same lively tone and 
occasional irreverence as in these quarterly pieces—is available at Lyon’s in Chico, at the Red Bluff 
Art Gallery in Red Bluff, from the Twining Tree Farm stand at Redding Saturday farmers’ market, 
or by sending $12 to Wolfgang Rougle, 16395 Ridgewood Rd., Cottonwood, CA 96022.
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